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She became a main character since chapter 5, and even has her own chapter called: She is the daughter of HIM
and Blossom , but was first raised by Blossom and possibly Dexter [1] , although not everything about her past
is clear yet. Not much is known about Her. She is what you might call a "devilchild", possessing the powers of
all that is evil. It is a rather bizarre kind of communication because it is neither telepathy nor psionic. Her
gains her power from the seven deadly sins, for example: And as long as the world is engulfed in Lust, Greed,
Vanity and all other sins Her as well as her father Him would grow stronger each day. One question still
remains concerning the mysterious devilchild, if Him is the father, then who is the mother? She is the daughter
of Blossom and HIM through an unholy conceiving. At a young age, Mimi had shown the ability to predict
crimes by super powered individuals, a power that was later used by the government to alert superheroes when
there was trouble. When Raven appeared, in the form of a bunny, she tells Mimi to stop whining and that she
has to grow up. Mimi did stop crying but was still upset. In the aftermath of this food fight, Raven left angry,
only wanting to take a shower, when Jeff required one last favor of Raven. Although she thought she was done
giving favor, she pleased the arachnid and gave Mimi a bath, much to her own dislike. She quickly became
annoyed and wanted it to be over, as soon as possible. On her way out of the bathroom, she slipped on a bar of
soap and fell, luckily Mimi used her telekinetic powers to keep her from hitting the ground. As thanks Raven
promised her that she would get her a gift for her next birthday and asked what she wanted. Mimi did so by
letting her fall into the bathtub and started to playfully splash her. Mimi was lifted up by the Lava Monster on
a rock pillar but before he could lay hands on Mimi, Raven damaged his eye by hitting him with a meteor. Jeff
asked Raven to not do stupid things but it was time for the last resort plan. As Hoss held the devil in a
headlock, Raven immobilized his claws and teleported the three of them away and the bomb exploded
somewhere far away while Blossom hugged Mimi. After forcing Mimi to kill her own mother, he chopped off
her hands, replaced with claws and infused her with the Devil Essence. In retalliation, Mina turned into a
demonic wolf and tried to attack Mimi. The devil however blocked her attack by shoving garlic bread in her
mouth and while Mina was recovering from this move, Mimi started throwing with real estate. Mina managed
to survive this attack barely by taken on the form of Mist but when she came from under the rubble, Mimi was
waiting on her with a vacuum cleaner. Spilling no time, Mimi sucked Mina up, shook her around and threw
her on the ground. Ready to deal the finishing blow, Mimi used the a sale sign to strike Mina, who had turned
in a bat and tried to stop her. She was only stopped by Vlad the Count in his demon bat form as he claimed the
battle was over. HIM taking note of their surrender, asked Mimi to stop, as she is ready to pick a fight with the
count, ready to hit him with a car. HIM rephrased his previous statement, revealing that Mina gambled away
the castle. While the others talked Mimi keeled over in pain as she began turning back into human form. This
seemed to sooth HIM, but before they left Jeff instructed her to take the photos down and delete them or he
would take away her Facebook. Jeff brought Mimi a birthday muffin and had a hard time stopping her from
eating it until she blows out the candle. Muffins appeared to be her favorite food, yet HIM rarely allowed her
to have one. With Mimi calmed down, Jeff placed a present for her on the table, the gift from Raven.
Remembering who Raven was and what happened to her, Mimi got upset and quickly grabbed the present.
Standing still with the present in her claws, the Lava Monster started wondering what she was doing. Jeff
asked him to leave her alone, as Mimi thought about that last birthday. When Mimi opens the present, she
finds a necklace with a coin pendant, instead of the Chakra Gem she was expected. Overwhelmed with
emotion Mimi ripped the coin off the chain and burned it into her head like a chakra, moaning in pleasure
from the pain. After the party ws over Mimi is seen getting ready for bed, Jeff tucking her in and reminding
her to get some sleep as they have a long day the next day. Mimi looked amazed when the pop artists entered
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the stage. After the concert Mimi, was alone walking the streets of the city, and by mere coincidence,
witnessed the Ghost Bounty Hunter Skulker holding an unconscious Chi while killing her guards. She quickly
charged Skulker using only kitchen tools, something Skulker deemed as a joke before shocking her with his
taser. According to Chi, Mimi bested the bounty hunter, while Chi herself was tied up. After beating him, Chi
felt in the arms of Mimi. A more accurate depiction of the facts was given by Demongo, who stated that Mimi
was no match for the bounty hunter and only managed to delay his leave long enough for Aku to show up. It
was Aku who unleashed his wrath on the Ghost. It was Aku who insisted that Chi got to know Mimi better as
he was grateful for her intervention and because Mimi was the daughter of a close friend, HIM. Likely, due to
being forced to interact with her and learning that Mimi was in fact of royality, their relationship evolved into
a romantic one. Shortly after, they met her caretaker Jeff the spider and were taken to his home in the realm.
Only moments later, HIM brought Minnie to the scene, caught the duo long enough off guard for Jeff to trap
the Redeemer with his webbings. HIM quickly revealed himself and infused Mimi once more with the Devil
Essence, which was disguised as the red scarf Jeff was wearing. While HIM was trying to bribe Junior in
joining his cause, Mimi was keeping the Redeemer at bay, preventing him from interferring by hitting him
with an steam iron, or using him as paintball practice target. When things went not as HIM hoped, he decided
to leave. This further infurated HIM who promised Jeff that he would find enjoyment in torturing the traitor.
As he lashed out to the arachnid however, it was Mimi who blocked the blow of the scythe. She further defied
her father and threw the iron at his head before they took their leave to Limbo. Once there Jeff explained that
Mimi acted only to protect him, he has been with her since she was born and he has been something of a father
to her. Though Junior wanted to stay to defend Jeff and Mimi, Clockwork insisted he came with him. Junior
said his farewells to Jeff and shared an intimate moment with Mimi. After Junior left Mimi and Jeff they were
found by Him who made good out of his promises and decapitated Jeff, while he put Mimi in a straitjacket.
Pain quickly sent the castle into alert informing Mandy and rallying the defenses on her orders. Mimi easily
dispatched the guards and Pain. Junior attempted to reason with Mimi and although they shared a intimate
moment at first she then attacked him in a variety of ways ending with decapitating him, through a spinal rip.
Minnie was offended by the way she treated her brother, attempted to threaten Mimi but she was interrupted
mid rant with a iron to the face. Though Mimi enjoyed the painful experience, she ended the fight by flipping
the body over onto the siblings and using the tentacles to pin them down. Trying to locate the item HIM
desired, her attention was caught by a Tricycle , a heart desire of her but while she looked at the bike, she was
ambushed by Mandroid and Billybot. At that moment, Mandy arrived at the scene who thanks her for dealing
with the robots but Mimi shall have to pay a price for her trespassing. Mandy is ready to add a new item to her
collection: The two engaged in brutal distance fight as Mandy drew a pistol and an uzi as Mimi used a
slingshot, firing Angry Birds. In combat, they seemed to be dead even, Mandy even complimented Mimi on
her fighting abilities, under different circumstances she may have saw fit to let her out of the castle with her
life. When illusion started to fade, Mimi released a glass shattering wail of despair that shattered all the
display cases and further enraging Mandy. Mimi quickly attacked Pain, by throwing a fridge at him but the
warrior was prepared this time, slicing the fridge in half with a single slash, threatenng Mimi that she would
feel the wrath of Pain! Mandy stopped him and told him she would feel her wrath instead, activating the
Pentagram Generators which sucked the Devil Essence out of Mimi and made it the newest display in the
Vault. Impressed by the fact that her son showed his backbone and dared defying her, she decided to allow
him keeping Mimi as a pet of some sort. But before he left, she made a clear warning: There while Junior was
arguing with his Nergaling side and talking with Nergal Mimi hided underneath his bed and attacked him,
apparently having gone feral, possibly because she was scared or still trying to get the hand for HIM. Junior
realized that Mimi was doing this to try safe Jeff and promised her that he will save both her and Jeff. Junior
left her, to get food she would like but while he was gone, Mimi started hallucinate. When reaching out to Jeff,
she slipped and fell down, only to be caught by Junior, with the aid of a Nergal grappling hook. Unbeknownst
to them, they had become teaching materials for Mandy who tried to teach Minniemandy a lesson about taking
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decisions and hesitations, by severing the line with a sniper rifle thus causing the pair to resume falling.
Luckily Junior was able to grow a pair of wings to narrowly save Mimi in time. After bringing her back to his
room Mimi finally woke up and attacked the boys once more, stopping only when she spotted the muffin
Junior brought her. She enjoyed the bath, playing sea monster with a toyboat. But when it came to getting her
out of the bath, Junior found out that this would be the harder part of the bathtime. After a long struggle, he
finally managed to get her out the bath and wrapped her in towels. Annoyed by the fact that her bath time was
cut shorted, she kicked Junior in the bath as he explained to her, he brought her some new dresses to wear.
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He was in cartoons, on television, in comic books, on records, in theme parks, in storybooks, and more. So we
have falsely assumed we know Mickey Mouse. As Mickey approaches his 90th anniversary on November 18,
there are many tales that have never been told, rarely told or too often mis-told. Here are a couple of the
lengthier, uncut, out-of-the-ordinary versions of the stories that sometimes appear in an edited form for the
book and might encourage you to ask Santa to include my book as a stocking stuffer this year along with all
the other interesting Mickey Mouse oriented books being released this month. It was Mickey Mouseâ€”and
the proof is in the film itself. Mickey gets a job at a Pet Shop filled with an odd assortment of animals
including an ostrich. Minnie stops by to visit and after the obligatory song finds herself in danger from "Beppo
the Movie Monk". Beppo, who the store loans out to appear in films, has been amusing himself in his cage by
flipping through a recent movie magazine. He runs across a drawing of the actual first advertisement for the
movie King Kong and is inspired to escape from his cage and grab Minnie. Mickey and the other animals try
to rescue Minnie but Beppo carries Minnie high up a stack of birdseed boxes resembling the Empire State
Building. Beppo swats away the birds circling around him like the planes in the film. Finally, Minnie is saved
and Beppo finds his head stuck in a cage with a pair of skunks. Mickey and Minnie decide to run away before
the owner returns from his lunch and finds all the destruction. Of course, just a few years later, RKO which
made King Kong would start distributing Disney cartoons for the next two decades or so. In , some
enterprising young airman who had some artistic skill at the Naval Reserve Aviation Base Floyd Bennett Field
in New York created an unlicensed design of Mickey Mouse to use on the fuselages of its planes. The emblem
depicted Mickey Mouse riding on top of a large goose wearing flight goggles representing a bomber and
carried both a bomb and a Navy trident. The Statue of Liberty was in silhouette in the background. The Navy
denied the request. The commanding officer accepted the offer, not knowing the request had been previously
denied. Four Curtiss O2C-1 Helldivers participated. Lieutenant John Winston recalled that he and three other
pilots were given orders to "go and jazz the Empire State Building. They just said there was some kind of
movie being made. The pilots flew around the Empire State Building while RKO cameramen captured the
footage of the planes flying in formation, peeling off and diving at an imaginary target and then looping back
in the opposite direction. RKO intercut twenty-eight scenes of the Navy aircraft with process shots and
miniatures also featuring the logo to create the illusion of the mighty Kong being attacked by the planes.
Those planes featured the very first military Mickey Mouse logo even if it was unofficial. The first official
Disney military logo would not appear until He was just considered too nice a guy to appear convincingly
aggressive and threatening. Donald Duck because of his more feisty personality appeared on almost two
hundred insignias and was the most requested character. Unapproved Mickey Mouse insignias were even
displayed on Nazi warcraft. A prominent and feared Mickey Mouse insignia first appeared around when
German flying Ace, Adolf Galland of the Luftwaffe, painted a homemade version of Mickey on all the fighters
he flew. A demonic looking Mickey had a cigar in his mouth and held a pistol in one hand and an axe in the
other. And I like cigars, but I had to give them up after the war. They varied from typical war emblems of
swords, axes and torpedoes to even Mickey Mouse with an umbrella on U that served from to July and sank
eleven ships. Mussolini allowed the Mickey Mouse comic strip to continue in Italian newspapers despite
banning all other non-Italian comic strips. Mickey was exempted from the decree for his "acknowledged
artistic merit. Hirohito treasured his Mickey Mouse watch so much that he insisted he be buried with it when
he died in Today, the Japanese adore all things Disney. They produced popular tin toys of the characters after
the war. Japan is the home for the first foreign Disney theme park. However, in the dark days of World War II,
Mickey was seen as an icon representing everything evil about a capitalistic United States threatening Japan. It
was not just the United States that produced animated cartoons for propaganda purposes. In , Japan released
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the eight minute Omochabako series dai san wa: Ehon senkya-hyakusanja-rokunen Toybox Series 3: Picture
Book by Komatsuzawa Hajime. On the internet, it can be found under the title Evil Mickey Attacks Japan. A
Japanese island is populated by cute animals and children who sing and dance. One of the animals even
resembles a counterfeit Felix the Cat. However, their happiness is short lived because from the air they are
attacked by an army of Mickey Mouses, riding horrific bat-like creatures who also have Mickey Mouse heads.
These villainous invaders are assisted by snapping crocodiles and vicious snakes who act like machine guns.
One of the frightened inhabitants appeals to a huge storybook to summon their folk heroes to protect them.
The message was that the classic Japanese folklore characters were much more powerful than this recent
cultural upstart. The film was made in but was dated supposedly to coincide with the expiration of a naval
treaty between the United States and Japan which would eventually lead to the attack on Pearl Harbor.
Through magic, Mickey is defeated and even turned into a decrepit character to humiliate him. He hobbles
away to a flood of laughter while the residents return to their joyful lives. The festival was designed to give
creative artists a forum for protesting the Vietnam War. The silent, 16mm black-and-white cartoon that lasts a
little more than a minute was officially titled Short Subject. It finds the early version of Mickey Mouse
happily walking along. He passes a billboard that reads, "Join the Army and See the World. Mickey sails off
on a tugboat so small that he is the only passenger with the words "To Vietnam" printed along the bow. The
voyage is unusually quick, with Mickey sailing across a calm Pacific Ocean from the United States which is
helpfully identified by a large sign posted on its shoreline to Vietnam which has its own large sign on its
shore, along with huge explosions popping all over its land mass. Mickey arrives and marches into Vietnam,
following an arrow-shaped sign that reads, "War Zone. The camera finds him flat on the ground, with a bullet
hole in his skull. Savage, who is credited as director and animator of the short, and Glaser offered private
screenings during the early s. The film occasionally popped up in film festivals but was not widely known
among Disney fans and was never released theatrically. Since the s, one of the most frequently quoted but
absolutely wrong "fun facts" about Mickey Mouse is that his name was used as the codeword for the launch of
the Allied Invasion of Normandy D-Day on June 6, However, no one could find any documented
confirmation of this fact either in the personal files of Dwight D. Eisenhower, the general U. For several
decades, it troubled Disney researchers as a story simply too good to be true. Disney historian Michael Barrier
uncovered a press release from United Press dated June 8, from London that clarifies where the story
originated. The press release states: Naval officers gathering for invasion briefing at a southern port
approached the sentry at the door and furtively whispered into his ear the password of admission: It was not
the name that launched the actual invasion. Recognition passwords by U. Inside was a form letter requesting
that Mickey send in his correct birth date information so he could be properly registered for the Draft. The
character and his girlfriend had fox ears and tails but looked exactly like Mickey and Minnie. Warner Bros
made Mickey Mouse-lookalike cartoons featuring "Foxy. September and One More Time October. The voice
performers were not credited and all three shorts eventually fell into public domain. Ising stated before his
death in that he stopped using Foxy because Walt Disney personally phoned him up and asked him to retire
the character because he felt it was too close for comfort in appearance to Mickey. However, the voice tracks
were recorded and animation was already in process for two more Foxy cartoons: Ising came up with another
character named Piggy, who still had some physical similarities to Mickey but with several significant
differences, like a snout and curly tail and used him in those two cartoons instead. Foxy and his girlfriend
made an appearance after being redesigned to look less like Mickey and Minnie in the September episode
titled "Two-Tone Town" of the Tiny Toons syndicated television show. While the characters physically
resembled Mickey and Minnie, they lacked the charm of the Disney characters and were much ruder and
cruder in their behavior. Van Beuren on April 3, issued the following statement: In my judgment the action is
entirely without merit or foundation. As soon as we are served with papers we shall be prepared to defend the
action. In the s, Roy O. Disney in an interview remembered: We even let him finish marketing his pictures.
We wanted to establish our right. I hope you enjoyed these glimpses and next week I will share a few more.
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Chapter 3 : Mouseplanet - Secret Tales of Mickey Mouse by Jim Korkis
This collection of poems and a verse play derives from the verse-speaking festivals held by the Masefields in the Music
Room, Boars Hill. Minnie May Low was one of Masefield's nursery-maids in the s and the story is based on a tale she
used to recount to the Masefield children"--Errington, p.
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